The MVP still has major hurdles to overcome. Unless it gets through them all, the project will NEVER be completed.

- Court cases still facing the project:
  - Challenges by Wild Virginia and partners to both Virginia and West Virginia Clean Water Act certifications
  - Challenges by Wild Virginia and partners to two earlier FERC approvals

- MVP continues to violate water quality requirements, which could result in further regulatory challenges.

A STATE OF UNCERTAINTY

NextEra Energy, a company with nearly one-third partnership in MVP states, “The continued legal and regulatory challenges have resulted in a very low probability of pipeline completion.”

WHATS NEXT?

- Each legal and regulatory victory brings us closer to our goal of stopping the MVP. You can count on Wild Virginia to keep you updated on the battle against the MVP. We will continue to provide you with the tools, resources, and guidance needed to be an effective advocate and help ensure this project never gets through all the hurdles it faces.

- Every Wild Virginian counts – people like you make all of this work possible. Please join us if you’re new to the battle or stay with us if you’ve been a supporter.